Abstract-The recognition community has typically avoided bridging the representational gap between traditional, low-level image features and generic models. Instead, the gap has been artificially eliminated by either bringing the image closer to the models using simple scenes containing idealized, textureless objects or by bringing the models closer to the images using 3D CAD model templates or 2D appearance model templates. In this paper, we attempt to bridge the representational gap for the domain of model acquisition. Specifically, we address the problem of automatically acquiring a generic 2D view-based class model from a set of images, each containing an exemplar object belonging to that class. We introduce a novel graph-theoretical formulation of the problem in which we search for the lowest common abstraction among a set of lattices, each representing the space of all possible region groupings in a region adjacency graph representation of an input image. The problem is intractable and we present a shortest path-based approximation algorithm to yield an efficient solution. We demonstrate the approach on real imagery.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
I N the object recognition community, object representations have spanned a continuum ranging from prototypical models (often called class-based or generic models) to exemplar-based models (often called template-based or appearance-based models). Those advocating prototypical models address the task of recognizing novel (never before seen) exemplars from known classes whose definitions strive to be invariant to changes in surface texture, color, part articulation, and minor deformation in shape. Those advocating exemplar models address the very different task of recognizing particular instances of objects, such as JFK's face or a can of Coke. In a completely orthogonal direction, prototypical models can be object-centered or viewercentered (or both [14] , [13] ), provided that the 3D or 2D features that comprise the model satisfy the above invariance goals. Similarly, exemplar models can be objectcentered, specifying the exact 3D geometry of an object, e.g., a rigid CAD model "template," or viewer-centered, specifying the exact appearance of an object.
Interestingly, the evolution of object recognition over the past 30 years has followed a path from prototypical models to exemplar models, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Beginning in the 1970s, vision researchers aimed for prototypical vision systems using complex volumetric parts such as generalized cylinders (e.g., [5] ) and, later, superquadrics (e.g., [40] ) and geons (e.g., [4] ). The main challenge to these early systems was the representational gap that existed between the low-level features that could be reliably extracted and the abstract nature of the model components. Rather than addressing this representational gap, the community effectively eliminated it by bringing the images closer to the models. This was accomplished by removing object surface markings and structural detail, controlling lighting conditions, and reducing scene clutter. Edges in the image could then be assumed to map directly to the limbs and surface discontinuities of high-order volumetric parts making up the models. The results left many unsatisfied as the images and objects were often contrived and the resulting systems were unable to deal with real objects imaged under real conditions.
The 1980s ushered in 3D models that captured the exact shape of the object. Such models, often in the form of CAD models, were effectively 3D templates, e.g., [22] , [32] . Provided that such a model could be acquired for a real object, the community now found that it could build object recognition systems that could begin to recognize real (albeit restricted) objects. This time, the representational gap was eliminated by bringing the model closer to the imaged object, requiring the model to capture the exact geometry of the object. Moreover, since the presence of texture and surface markings seriously affected the computational complexity of these systems, they too selected objects which were texture-free-objects for which a salient image edge discontinuity mapped to a polyhedral edge. Again, there was dissatisfaction as the resulting systems were unable to recognize complex objects with complex surface markings.
Recently, beginning in the 1990s, appearance models have replaced CAD models and, for the first time, recognition systems were constructed that could recognize arbitrarily complex objects, e.g., [50] , [36] , [31] ). Storing a dense set of images of the object from all possible viewpoints, the appearance models were not limited by object geometric complexity, texture, or surface markings. In this case, the representational gap was eliminated by bringing the models all the way down to the image. The resulting systems could therefore recognize only exemplar objects- specific objects that had been seen at training time. Despite a number of serious limitations of early approaches to appearance-based recognition, including difficulties in dealing with background clutter, occlusion, object translation, rotation, and scaling, the approach has gained tremendous popularity.
It is important to note that in bringing the model closer to the image, the appearance-based and CAD-based approaches have altered the problem definition from generic to exemplar object recognition. The systems developed in the 1970s cannot be compared to those developed today, for their target domains are different. We must acknowledge the efficacy of appearance-based recognition systems for exemplar recognition; provided that the above limitations can be overcome, this technique may emerge as the best method for recognizing exemplars. However, it is important to acknowledge that the prototypical recognition problem is an important one and, despite the vision community's movement toward appearance-based methods, the hypothesis that these (or their analogous 3D template-based) methods can scale up to perform prototypical object recognition is dubious. What, then, has led us away from the important problem of generic object recognition?
Over the past 30 years, the three approaches to eliminating the representational gap (shown in Fig. 1 ) have been driven by the same limiting assumption: There exists a one-to-one correspondence between a "salient" feature in the image (e.g., a long, high-contrast line or curve, a welldefined homogeneous region, a corner or curvature discontinuity, or, in the case of an appearance-based model, the values of a set of image pixels, possibly restricted to the vicinity of an interest point) and a feature in the model. In the case of generic object recognition, this assumption is fundamentally flawed, for saliency in the image does not imply saliency in the model. Under this assumption, object recognition will continue to be exemplar-based and generic recognition will continue to be rather contrived.
To make real progress on the problem of generic object recognition, we must address the representational gap outlined in Fig. 1 . Not only must we continue to push the technologies of segmentation and perceptual grouping, we must be able to generate image abstractions that may not exist explicitly in the image, but which capture the salient, invariant shape properties of a generic model. 1 We argue that, for the purpose of generic or prototypical object (or, more specifically, shape) recognition, the process of image abstraction must recover a set of "meta-regions" that map to the coarse surfaces (or volumetric primitives) on a prototypical model.
In light of this goal, the difficult challenge of image abstraction can therefore be cast as a twofold problem, as shown in Fig. 2 . First, we seek a (compile-time) method for automatically acquiring a generic model from a set of images (containing exemplars belonging to a known class) that bridges the representational gap between the output of an image segmentation module and the "parts" of a generic model. Although, in Fig. 2 , this is exemplified by a generic, view-based model (a coffee cup), those advocating 1. Although a number of approaches extract regions or perceptual groups as input to a recognition system, they typically assume that corresponding regions or groups exist on the model. object-centered models could easily map the parts of this view into a set of object-centered components, e.g., [14] , [13] , leading to an object-centered model. Although we make no claim as to the final form of the model (2D or 3D), we believe that a parts-based approach to viewer-centered representations can better accommodate the intractable complexity associated with "whole object" views of complex, articulating objects [14] .
Next, from an image of a real exemplar, we seek a (runtime or recognition-time) method that will recover a high-level "abstraction" that contains the coarse features that make up some model. In this paper, we present an approach to the first problem, that of generic model acquisition from a set of exemplars belonging to a known class. 2 The second, and more difficult, problem of generic object recognition is work in progress and is not reported here. 3 Generic object recognition is an essential task whose lack of solution confines object recognition to the laboratory, where such conditions as lighting, clutter, occlusion, and object domain can be tightly controlled. Granted, the generic object recognition torch has continued to burn, albeit dimly, with a number of researchers committed to the problem, e.g., [45] , [56] , [1] , [48] , [39] , to name just a few. We believe the time has come for the pendulum to swing back toward solving the problem of generic, prototypical, or class-based modeling and recognition. In fact, such a trend is beginning, as witnessed by the movement away from image-based appearance models to robust, interest point features, e.g., [44] , [33] , [6] , and shape contexts (point features with an even larger, albeit qualitative, neighborhood description), e.g., [2] .
An Illustrative Example
Assume that we are presented with a collection of images such that each image contains a single exemplar, all exemplars belong to a single known class, and that the viewpoint, with respect to the exemplar in each image, is similar. Figs. 3a, 3b , and 3c illustrate a simple example in which three different images, each containing a block in a similar orientation, are presented to the system (we will return to this example throughout the paper to illustrate the various steps in our algorithm). Our task is to find the common structure in these images under the assumption that structure that is common across many exemplars of a known class must be definitive of that class. Fig. 3d illustrates the class "abstraction" that is derived from the input examples. In this case, the domain of input examples is rich enough to "intersect out" irrelevant structure (or appearance) of the block. However, had many or all of the exemplars had vertical stripes, for example, the approach would be expected to include vertical stripes in that view of the abstracted model. Any discussion of model acquisition must be grounded in image features. In our case, each input image will be region-segmented to yield a region adjacency graph. 4 Similarly, the output of the model acquisition process will yield a region adjacency graph containing the "metaregions" that define a particular view of the generic model. 5 Other views of the exemplars would similarly yield other views of the generic model. The integration of these views into an optimal partitioning of the viewing sphere or the recovery of 3D parts from these views is beyond the scope of this paper. For now, the result will be a collection of 2D views that describe a generic 3D object. This collection would then be added to the view-based object database used at recognition time. [27] , [26] . This paper expands on these earlier versions, providing additional details on the algorithms and including many new experiments.
Preliminary algorithms and results have been reported in
3. A discussion of the recognition problem, along with our proposed approaches, appears in Section 6.
4. We advocate region segmentation for several reasons. First, surfaces on the object naturally correspond to regions in the image. Second, region shape similarity (a critical component of our algorithm) can be effectively computed using the approach (our previous work) described in [48] . Third, a number of efficient and robust region segmentation algorithms have been recently developed [18] , [47] , [7] .
5. Unlike the regions in the input exemplar region adjacency graphs, the regions of the model region adjacency graphs are salient and can be mapped into meaningful higher-level surface or volumetric primitives.
Related Work
Automatic model acquisition from images has long been associated with object recognition systems. One of the advantages of appearance-based modeling techniques, e.g., [36] , is that no segmentation, grouping, or abstraction is necessary to acquire a model. An object is simply placed on a turntable in front of a camera, the viewing sphere is sampled at an appropriate resolution, and the resulting images (or some clever representation thereof) are stored in a database. Others have sought increased illumination, viewpoint, or occlusion-invariance by extracting local features as opposed to using raw pixel values, e.g., [42] , [33] , [6] , [44] , [37] .
Appearance-based models (both global and local) are very exemplar-specific due to the specificity of their underlying features, yet restricted categorization is sometimes possible when classes include appearance-based features that are invariant to within-class variability. For example, Mohan et al. [35] have reported promising results in learning component-based, appearance-based models of humans suitable for detection in outdoor cluttered scenes. Leibe and Schiele [30] combine both the appearance and shape (contour) of sets of class exemplars to model and categorize isolated objects. Weber et al. [53] have learned categorical models for heads, leaves, and cars, while Fei-Fei et al. [17] have learned a generative probabilistic model in the form of a constellation of scale-invariant image patches belonging to an object class. Although these approaches attempt to learn categorical descriptions, the categorical features are not true abstractions of the input exemplar features, but, rather, consistently appearing exemplar features.
At the other extreme, the recovery of coarse 3D models from image data has met with mixed success. Triggered by Biederman's introduction of geons [4] as a set of abstract 3D shape modeling primitives, many researchers sought to develop algorithms for recovering geons or other qualitative volumetric parts from 2D line drawings or, in certain cases, real images (2D and 3D) [3] , [14] , [13] , [11] , [10] . In the domain of range images, greater success has been achieved in extracting coarse models. Generic shape primitives, such as restricted generalized cylinders, quadrics, and superquadrics, have few parameters and can be robustly recovered from 3D range data [41] , [49] , [19] , [12] . Provided the range data can be segmented into parts or surfaces, these generic primitives can be used to model the coarse shapes of the parts, effectively abstracting away structural detail. Unlike methods operating on 2D data, these methods are insensitive to perceived structure in the form of surface markings or texture. However, the above models have been either specified by hand or recovered from a single image, rather than abstracted from a set of examples.
In the domain of recovering 2D generic models from image data, most systems (like many of the appearancebased and 3D modeling frameworks described above) simply fit a prototypical model, e.g., a shock graph [48] , [46] , to a single image exemplar with the hope that the model will be sufficiently flexible to accommodate other exemplars belonging to its class. In the domain of recovering generic models from a set of 2D examples, there has been considerably less work. The seminal work of Winston [54] pioneered learning descriptions of 3D objects from structural descriptions of positively or negatively labeled examples. Nodes and edges of graph-like structures were annotated with shapes of constituent parts and their relations. As some shapes and relations were abstractions and decompositions of others, the resulting descriptions could be organized into a specificity-based hierarchy. In the 2D shape model domain, Connell and Brady [8] modified Winston's ANALOGY program to learn structural concepts from positive examples. However, instead of finding a common abstraction when one-to-one feature correspondence was absent among exemplars belonging to a given class, feature disjunctions were learned. Following on this, Ettinger learned hierarchical, structural descriptions from images based on Brady's curvature primal sketch features [16] . The technique was successfully applied to traffic sign recognition.
An algebraic approach to the automatic construction of structural models was proposed by Nishida and Mori [38] for the problem of learning structural descriptions of characters. Skeletonized character strokes are described in terms of primitive curve elements that meet at junctions and a shape class is defined as a set of structures that can be transformed continuously to each other (not unlike the shape classes defined by Sebastian et al. [46] ). An inductive learning step recursively merges pairs of classes that satisfy a set of generalization criteria. Xu et al. [55] address the problem of dynamic learning in a content-based retrieval environment. Given a scene graph in the form of a region tree, combinations of regions are compared to a userdefined template, with a matching combination giving rise to a composite node (abstraction) added to the graph and available for subsequent searches. In a dynamic learning environment, the composite nodes are updated as new templates become available.
On the topic of learning hierarchical structured models from examples, Utans [51] incrementally constructs a Bayesian network in which parts in a compositional hierarchy are grouped into conditionally independent substructrues. Nodes at the lowest levels of the hierarchy represent parts in the input data, while nodes higher up represent groupings of component features into substructures. In recent work, Wachsmuth et al. [52] attempt to learn 2D structural hierarchical descriptions from captioned images. A learned translation model between structured shapes and object nouns is used to guide a search through the space of exemplar abstractions to yield a unifying abstraction that, in turn, leads to a stronger translation model.
In the domain of graph algorithms and computer vision, there have been efforts to generate a prototypical graph from a set of examples. For example, Jiang et al. introduced the concepts of the median graph and the set median graph [23] . The set median of a set of graphs is defined as that graph, drawn from the set, whose sum distance to the other members (graphs) of the set is minimized, while the median, a more general concept, is not constrained to come from the set. Choosing a prototypical graph from a set of graphs is an important problem in view-based object recognition in which a prototypical graph must be chosen to represent a region on the viewing sphere. Jiang et al. [23] proposed a genetic algorithm for computing the generalized median, while Luo et al. have explored the related problem of graph clustering using a spectral embedding of graphs [34] . It is important to note that these approaches assume that graphs belonging to the same class are structurally similar and do not accommodate the many-to-many correspondences common to exemplars belonging to a single class.
What's Ahead
In the following sections, we begin by presenting a detailed formulation of our problem and conclude that its solution is computationally intractable. Next, we proceed to reformulate our problem by focusing on deriving abstractions from pairs of input images through a top-down procedure that draws on our previous work in generic 2D shape matching. Given a set of pairwise abstractions, we present a novel method for combining them to form an approximation to the solution of our original formulation. We demonstrate the approach by applying it to subsets of images belonging to known classes.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Returning to Fig. 3 , let us now formulate our problem more concretely. As we stated, each input image is processed to form a region adjacency graph (we employ the region segmentation algorithm of Felzenzwalb and Huttenlocher [18] ). Let us now consider the region adjacency graph corresponding to one input image. We will assume, for now, that our region adjacency graph represents an oversegmentation of the image. (In Section 6, we will discuss the problem of undersegmentation and how our approach can accommodate it.) The space of all possible region adjacency graphs formed by any sequence of merges of adjacent regions will form a lattice, as shown in Fig. 4 . The lattice size is exponential in the number of regions obtained after initial oversegmentation. 6 Kropatsch [29] has studied the problem of structure-preserving graph contraction, leading to techniques that can be used for generating such a lattice.
Each of the input images will yield its own lattice. The bottom node in each lattice will be the original region adjacency graph. In all likelihood, if the exemplars have different shapes (within-class deformations) and/or surface markings, the graphs forming the bottom of their corresponding lattices may bear little or no resemblance to each other. Clearly, similarity between the exemplars cannot be ascertained at this level for there does not exist a one-to-one correspondence between the "salient" features (i.e., regions) in one graph and the salient features in another. On the other hand, the top of each exemplar's lattice, representing a silhouette of the object (where all regions have been merged into one region), carries little information about the salient surfaces of the object.
We can now formulate our problem more precisely, recalling that a lattice consists of a set of nodes with each node corresponding to an entire region adjacency graph. Given N input image exemplars,
. . . ; L N be their corresponding lattices and, for a given lattice, L i , let L i n j be its constituent nodes, each representing a region adjacency graph, G ij . We define a common abstraction, or CA, as a set of nodes (one per 6. Indeed, considering the simple case of a long rectangular strip subdivided into n þ 1 adjacent rectangles, the first pair of mergeable adjacent regions can be selected in n ways, the second in n À 1, and so on, giving a lattice size of n!. lattice) L 1 n j1 ; L 2 n j2 ; . . . ; L N n jN such that, for any two nodes L p n jp and L q n jq , their corresponding graphs G pjp and G qjq are isomorphic. Thus, the root node (whose graph consists of one node representing the silhouette region) of each lattice is a common abstraction. We define a lowest common abstraction, or LCA, as a common abstraction whose underlying graph has maximal size (in terms of number of nodes). Given these definitions, our problem can be simply formulated as finding an LCA of N input image exemplars.
Intuitively, we are searching for a node (region segmentation) that is common to every input exemplar's lattice and that retains the maximum amount of structure common to all exemplars. If all the initial exemplars are oversegmented, the desired abstraction can be reached from each initial exemplar by a path corresponding to a sequence of region merges. Unfortunately, the presence of a single, heavily undersegmented exemplar (a single-node silhouette in the extreme case) will drive the LCA toward the trivial silhouette CA. In a later section, we will relax our LCA definition to make it less sensitive to such outliers, effectively allowing an abstraction to be reached from each initial exemplar by a path corresponding to a sequence of region merges and region splits.
THE LCA OF TWO EXAMPLES
For the moment, we will focus our attention on finding the LCA of two lattices, while, in the next section, we will accommodate any number of lattices. Since the input lattices are exponential in the number of regions, actually computing the lattices is intractable. 7 Clearly, we need a means for focusing the search for the LCA that avoids significant lattice generation. Our approach will be to restrict the search for the LCA to the intersection of the lattices. Typically, the intersection of two lattices is much smaller than either lattice (unless the images are very similar) and leads to a tractable search space. But, how do we generate this new "intersection" search space without enumerating the lattices?
Our solution is to work top-down, beginning with a node known to be in the intersection lattice-the root node, representing a single region (silhouette). If the intersection lattice contains only this one node, i.e., one or both of the region segmented images contain a single region, then the process stops and the LCA is simply the root (silhouette). However, in most cases, the root of each input lattice is derived from an input region adjacency graph containing multiple regions. So, given two silhouettes, each representing the apex of a separate, nontrivial lattice, we have the opportunity to search for a lower abstraction (than the root) common to both lattices. Our approach will be to find a decomposition of each silhouette region into two subregions such that: 1) The shapes of the corresponding subregions are similar and 2) the relations among the corresponding regions are similar. Since there are an infinite number of possible decompositions of a region into two component regions, we will restrict our search to the space of decompositions along region boundaries in the original region adjacency graphs. Note that there may be multiple two-region decompositions that are common to both lattices; each is a member of the intersection set.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The silhouettes of two blocks with their region adjacency graphs overlaid are shown at the top. The best pair of corresponding cuts in the two region adjacency graphs are shown in red such that the two regions to the left of the cuts are similar in shape, the two regions to the right of the cuts are similar in shape, and the relations between the pairs of regions spanning the cuts are similar. The process is repeated recursively, with the left pair of regions decomposed once more, until no further corresponding cuts can be made. The two regions to the right of the top-level cuts are already primitive and cannot be further decomposed. The union of the primitive (blue) regions forms the lowest common abstraction between the two region adjacency graphs. Note that the decomposition is not necessarily unique.
Assuming that we have some means for ranking the matching decompositions (if more than one exists), we pick the best one (the remainder constituting a set of backtracking points) and recursively apply the process to each pair of isomorphic component subregions. 8 The process continues in this fashion, "pushing" its way down the intersection lattice until no further decompositions are found. This lower "fringe" of the search space represents the LCA of the original two lattices. In the following sections, we will formalize this process and examine our approach in detail. An illustration is given in Fig. 6 .
Problem Definition
We define graph H to be an immediate decomposition of graph G if G can be obtained from H by merging two nodes. Let L 1 and L 2 be two lattices and let G 1 2 L 1 and G 2 2 L 2 be two graphs that are isomorphic. G 1 (or G 2 , since they are 7. Thus, any approach that examines significant portions of the lattices, including Frequent Itemset [21] , will be computationally infeasible.
8. Each subregion corresponds to the union of a set of regions corresponding to nodes belonging to a connected subgraph of the original region adjacency graph.
2D Shape Similarity
Two decompositions (in general, two region adjacency graphs) are isomorphic if their corresponding regions have similar shapes and similar relations. For corresponding regions, it is imperative that we define a similarity metric that accounts for coarse shape similarity. Since the exemplars are all slightly different, so too are the shapes of their abstracted regions. To compute the coarse shape distance between two regions, we draw on our previous approach to generic 2D object recognition that is efficient and robust to occlusion and noise [48] . Specifically, a silhouette (or region boundary, in our case) is decomposed into a set of qualitative parts based on a coloring of the shocks (singularities) of a curve evolution process acting on simple closed curves in the plane [28] . Intuitively, the taxonomy of shocks consists of four distinct types: the radius function along the medial axis varies monotonically at a 1, achieves a strict local minimum at a 2, is constant at a 3, and achieves a strict local maximum at a 4. We have abstracted this system of shocks into a shock graph, where vertices are labeled by their shock types and the shock formation times direct the edges (see Fig. 7 ). The space of such shock graphs is completely characterized by a small number of rules which, in turn, permits the reduction of each graph to a unique rooted tree. In prior work, we developed an algorithm for matching two shock trees based on both topological structure and geometric structure [48] .
For relational (or arc) similarity, we must check the relational constraints imposed on pairs of corresponding regions. Such constraints can take the form of relative size, relative orientation, or degree of boundary sharing. We implicitly check the consistency of these pairwise constraints by computing the shape distance (using the same distance function referred to above) between the union of the two regions forming one pair (i.e., the union of a region and its neighbor defined by the arc) and the union of the two regions forming the other, as shown in Fig. 8 . If the constraints are satisfied, the distance will be small. In our recursive decomposition framework, the relation between two regions is accounted for by the fact that the parents (i.e., the unions) have already been successfully matched. If the corresponding components match, their relational constraints are therefore satisfied by definition.
A Shortest Path Formulation
The decomposition of a region into two subregions defines a cut in the original region adjacency subgraph defining the region. Unfortunately, the number of possible two-region decompositions for a given region may be large, particularly for nodes higher in the lattice. 9 One way we can reduce the complexity is to restrict our search for cuts that span two points on the region's boundary, i.e., cuts that don't yield regions with "holes." 10 Despite this restriction, the complexity is still prohibitive and we need to take further measures to simplify our formulation.
We begin by transforming our two region adjacency graphs into their boundary segment graphs, as shown in Fig. 9 . A boundary segment graph of a region adjacency graph has internal (i.e., common to two original regions) boundary 9. Consider, for example, a checkerboard image and its corresponding region adjacency graph. The root will be a single square region, but there will be many decompositions of this square region into two component regions because there are many ways the original checkerboard image can be divided into two along region boundaries. For a checkerboard graph with ðn þ 1Þ 2 vertices, the number of monotonic paths from the upper left corner to the lower right corner is equal to the number of binary sequences of length n, which is exponential.
10. This assumes that a "hole" in a region does not correspond to a salient model surface. segments as its nodes and an edge from boundary segment b 1 to b 2 if b 1 and b 2 share an endpoint. Note that, if region A lies entirely within region B, the single boundary segment that is common to A and B is not included in the boundary segment graph. This is due to the fact that we are looking for cuts that yield regions without holes. Note also that nodes in this subgraph can potentially be connected by multiple edges, corresponding to multiple boundary fragments between adjacent regions. This case does not present any difficulties for subsequent stages of our approach.
The transformation to the boundary segment graph allows us to reformulate the search for corresponding cuts in two region adjacency graphs as a search for corresponding paths in their boundary segment graphs. 11 However, this has not affected the complexity of our problem, as there could be an exponential number of paths in each boundary segment graph (recall our checkerboard example). Rather than enumerating the paths in each boundary segment graph and then enumerating all pairs, we will cast our problem as a search for the shortest path in a product graph of the two boundary segment graphs.
The product graph
Þ is defined as follows: 
The node set of the product graph is the product of the node sets of the initial graphs. To define the edge set of the product graph correctly, notice that the simple product of the edge sets (the first term in the union) may result in a disconnected graph. The other two terms of the union (which can be viewed as the product of the node set of one graph with the edge set of the other graph) ensure that the product of two connected graphs will be connected. The essential property of the product graph that we will exploit is that a simple path ðu 1; v 1 Þ ! ðu 2; v 2 Þ ! Á Á Á ! ðu n; v n Þ in the product graph corresponds to two sequences of nodes in the initial graphs, u 1 ! u 2 ! Á Á Á ! u n and v 1 ! v 2 ! Á Á Á ! v n which, after the elimination of successive repeated nodes, will result in two paths (whose lengths may be different) in the initial graphs, as shown in Fig. 10 .
Each path in our product graph corresponds to a pair of possible cuts in two regions. Consequently, our goal is to find a path that yields the best matching subregions and relations. Here is where we face a problem. This objective function can only be evaluated once a complete path is found since only a complete path defines a pair of closed regions whose shapes and relations can be matched. However, a given edge in the product graph represents a pair of corresponding boundary fragments from two regions. Globally, we are comparing regions, while, locally, we are comparing contours. How then do we define local edge weights and a local objective function so that a shortest path algorithm will yield an approximation to the global optimum?
Let us begin with the edge weights. If we align the two regions (from which we seek corresponding cuts) through our region matching algorithm [48] , then we can assume that both external and internal boundary segments are approximately aligned. Under this assumption, edge weights in the product graph can be chosen to reflect the shape similarity of their component boundary segments. In our implementation, to compute edge weights, we employ a simple Hausdorff-like distance between the two boundary segments, yielding a local approximation to the global similarity of the regions.
As a result, in the product of two boundary segment graphs, smaller edge weights correspond to pairs of more similar boundary segments. This leads to a number of very natural choices for an objective function if we interpret edge weights as edge lengths. The total path length, tlðpÞ ¼ P pi2p lðp i Þ, is a well-studied objective function [9] . Fast algorithms for generating successive (i.e., next optimal) shortest and simple shortest paths are given in [15] , [25] . However, the above objective function tends to prefer shorter paths over longer ones, assuming path edges are of equal average length. For our problem, smaller paths will result in smaller regions being cut off, which is contrary to our goal of finding the lowest common abstraction. 12 To overcome this problem, we turn to a different objective function that measures the maximum edge weight on a path, mlðpÞ ¼ max p i2p lðp i Þ. A well-known modification 13 of Dijkstra's algorithm [9] finds paths of minimal maximum edge weight (minmax paths) between a chosen node and all other graph nodes and has the same complexity, OðjEj þ jV j log jV jÞ, as the original algorithm. However, efficient algorithms for finding successive (next optimal) minmax paths are not readily available. Leaving development of such an algorithm for the future, we will employ a mixed strategy. Namely, we find pairs of nodes providing near-optimal values of the minmax objective function and, along with the minmax path between the nodes, we also generate several successive shortest paths between them. For this, we use Eppstein's algorithm [15] , which generates k successive shortest paths between a chosen pair of nodes in OðjEj þ jV j log jV j þ k log kÞ time. The mixed strategy, whose overall complexity is OðjV jðjEj þ jV j log jV jÞÞ for small k, has proven to be effective in empirical testing. 11. Thus, our boundary segment graph can be thought of as a weaker version of the dual graph [20] . 13 . Instead of summing up edge weights when determining the distance to a node, it takes their maximum.
12.
A small region is unlikely to be common to many input exemplars.
Algorithm
Having defined the edge weights and objective function, we can now summarize our algorithm for finding the "best" common decomposition of two abstraction nodes, as shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm, in turn, is embedded in our solution to the problem of finding the LCA of two examples, which computes an approximation to the intersection of their respective lattices in a top-down manner. Beginning with the two root nodes (the sole member of the initialized intersection set), we recursively seek the "best" common decomposition of these nodes and add it to the intersection set. The process is recursively applied to each common decomposition (i.e., member of the intersection set) until no further common decompositions are found. The resulting set of "lowest" common decompositions represents the LCA of the two lattices. The description is formalized in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 1. A generic algorithm for finding a common decomposition. 1. Let A 1 , A 2 be subgraphs of the original region adjacency graphs that correspond to isomorphic vertices of the abstraction graphs. 2. Let G 1 , G 2 be boundary segment graphs of A 1 , A 2 . 3. Form the product graph G ¼ G 1 Â G 2 as described above. 4. Choose an objective function f (see text for discussion), compute edge weights w i (see text for discussion), and select a threshold " > 0. 5. Let P f be the optimal path with respect to ðf; fw i gÞ with value F ðP f Þ. 6. Let P ¼ P f 7. while jfðP Þ À fðP f Þj < " do 8. Let P 1 and P 2 be the paths in G 1 , G 2 corresponding to P . 
THE LCA OF MULTIPLE EXAMPLES
So far, we have addressed only the problem of finding the LCA of two examples. How then can we extend our approach to find the LCA of multiple examples? Furthermore, when moving toward multiple examples, how do we prevent a "noisy" example, such as a single, heavily undersegmented silhouette from derailing the search for a meaningful LCA? To illustrate this effect, consider the inputs shown in Figs. 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d . If the definition of the pairwise LCA is directly generalized, thus requiring the search for an element common to all abstraction lattices, the correct answer will be the input Fig. 11d . However, much useful structure is apparent in inputs Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c; input Fig. 11d can be considered to be an outlier.
To extend our two-exemplar LCA solution to a robust, multi-exemplar solution, we begin with two important observations. First, the LCA of two exemplars lies in the intersection of their abstraction lattices. Thus, both exemplar region adjacency graphs can be transformed into their LCA by means of sequences of region merges. Second, the total number of merges required to transform the graphs into their LCA is minimal among all elements of the intersection lattice, i.e., the LCA lies at the lower fringe of the lattice.
Our solution begins by constructing an approximation to the intersection lattice of multiple exemplars. Consider the closure of the set of the original region adjacency graphs under the operation of taking pairwise LCAs. In other words, starting with the initial region adjacency graphs, we find their pairwise LCAs, then find pairwise LCAs of the resulting abstraction graphs, and so on (note that duplicate graphs are removed). We take all graphs, original and LCA, to be nodes of a new closure graph. If graph H was obtained as the LCA of graphs G 1 and G 2 , then directed arcs go from nodes corresponding to G 1 , G 2 to the node corresponding to H in the closure graph.
Next, we will relax the first property above to accommodate "outlier" exemplars, such as undersegmented input silhouettes. Specifically, we will not enforce that the LCA of multiple exemplars lie in the intersection set of all input exemplars. Rather, we will choose a node in our approximate intersection lattice that represents a "low abstraction" for many (but not necessarily all) input exemplars. More formally, we will define the LCA of a set of exemplar region adjacency graphs to be that element in the intersection of two or more abstraction lattices that minimizes the total number of edit operations (merges or splits) required to obtain the element from all the given exemplars. If a node in the intersection lattice lies along the lower fringe with respect to a number of input exemplars, then its sum distance to all exemplars is small. Conversely, the sum distance between the silhouette outlier (in fact, the true LCA) and the other input exemplars will be large, eliminating that node from contention.
Note that a graph may not be directly linked to all of its abstractions in the closure graph. However, if H is an abstraction of G, then there is a directed path between the nodes corresponding to G and H. Thus, any abstraction is reachable from any of its decompositions by a directed path. Such a path may move upward from an exemplar through zero or more successive region merges to a node in the closure graph, then downward through zero or more successive region splits to reach the abstraction. Each edge in the closure graph is assigned a weight equal to the merge edit distance that takes the decomposition to the abstraction. The edit distance is simply the difference between the numbers of nodes in the decomposition graph and the abstraction graph. As a result, we obtain a weighted directed acyclic graph. An example of such a graph, whose edges are shown directed from region adjacency graphs to their LCAs, is given in Fig. 12 .
Given such a graph, the robust LCA of all inputs will be that node that minimizes the sum of shortest path distances from the initial adjacency graphs. In other words, we are looking for the "median" of the graph as computed by Algorithm 3. Note that the closure graph is an approximation to the intersection lattice. On one hand, it may contain pairwise LCAs which are not contained in the intersection lattice, while, on the other hand, it may not contain nodes in the intersection lattice that are not LCAs. While it will contain the true LCA, our median formulation may lower the LCA fringe below the true LCA. The three nodes at the bottom, as well as the undersegmented "outlier" at the top, are the four input exemplars. Although the true LCA is the top node, the center node is the median, as its distance sum value is 3 þ 1 þ 2 þ 2 ¼ 8, while the sum isAlgorithm 3. Finding the median of the closure graph. 1. Let the sink node, s, be the topmost node in the closure graph. 2. Solve the "many-to-one" directed shortest path problem on the graph with the source nodes being the original adjacency graphs and with the specified edge weights. Find the distance sum, DS(s), for the sink node. 3. Similarly, find distance sums, DSðs i Þ, for all unexplored s i 2 NðsÞ. 4. if min i ðDSðs i ÞÞ ! DSðsÞ then 5. return s 6. else 7. Let s ¼ arg min i DSðs i Þ. 8. goto 2.
end if
To analyze the complexity of the algorithm, notice that the first step, i.e., finding the distance sum to the topmost node, can be performed in linear time in the graph size since the closure graph is a directed acyclic graph and the single source shortest path problem in such graphs can be solved in OðjV j þ jEjÞ time [9] . Since the algorithm can potentially examine a constant fraction of the graph nodes (consider the case of a line graph), the total running time can be as high as OðjV jðjV j þ jEjÞÞ. The average case complexity will depend on the particular distribution of the initial data and is beyond the scope of this paper. In practice, the algorithm converges in a few iterations.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply our approach to three different object domains. The domains of coffee cups, books, and dispenser bottles were chosen since they can be effectively modeled as collections of surfaces in 3D, different exemplars belonging to a class exhibit minor within-class shape deformation and the different exemplars have significantly different low-level appearance in terms of color, texture, and surface markings. In Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 , we illustrate the results of our approach applied to two sets of three coffee cup images, respectively. In each case, the lower row represents the original images, the next row up represents the input region segmented images (with black borders), while the LCA is shown with an orange border.
14 In each case, the closure graph consists of only four members, with the same pairwise LCA emerging from all input pairs. While, in Fig. 13 , the solution captures our intuitive notion of the cup's surfaces, the solution in Fig. 14 merges the regions corresponding to the surfaces defined by the cup's body and handle. A strip along the bottom is present in each exemplar and understandably becomes part of the solution. The same is true of the elliptical region at the top of each exemplar. However, due to region segmentation errors, the larger blue region in the middle cup extends into the handle. Consequently, a cut along its handle (as is possible on the other cups) is not possible for this exemplar, resulting in a "stopping short" of the recursive decomposition at the large white region in the solution (LCA). In Fig. 15 , we again present three exemplars to the system. In this case, the closure graph has many nodes. Unlike Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 , in which all pairwise LCAs were equal (leading to a somewhat trivial solution to our search for the global LCA), each pair of input exemplars leads to a different LCA which, in turn, leads to additional LCAs. Continuing this process eventually results in the inclusion of the silhouette in the closure graph. The solution according to our algorithm is again shown in orange and represents an effective model for the cup.
To test our approach more systematically, we applied it to subsets of the cup images shown in Fig. 16 . Specifically, we randomly selected four subsets, with three to four images each. A typical result is shown in Fig. 17 . Based on the results of this and other experiments, it turned out that all but one segmentation had the four-region LCA as its abstraction, while no other region adjacency graph was an abstraction of more than two exemplars. This means that the LCA of these four cup images is also the LCA of the whole set.
This observation suggests another approach to finding the abstraction of a large number of exemplars: Generate the LCA of a small subset (two to four) of exemplars and check (by finding pairwise LCAs) whether the LCA is an abstraction of many other exemplars. It can be shown that an abstraction of more than half the initial exemplars is also an abstraction of their LCA. Moreover, the largest such "small subset" LCA (found, for example, by exhaustive search among all "small subset" LCAs) will be isomorphic to the one found with the current exhaustive approach. This alternative sample-based approach (similar to robust statistical estimation or to learning from representative samples) will not require the computation of the full closure graph, which is the main bottleneck of our current approach. Its implementation is left for future work.
To illustrate the fact that the LCA of the entire set of exemplars can be equal to the LCA of just two exemplars, we turn to the domain of books, a set of eight exemplars of which is shown in Fig. 18 ; as before, for each book, we include the original image and the segmented version that serves as input to our algorithm. In Fig. 19 , the computed LCA (orange border), which is a pairwise LCA of the left two exemplar region adjacency graphs, is in fact the LCA of the entire eight-image set. This is due to the fact that a stripe-like region at the top of the "horizontal" surface patch is present in all but two book images. On the other hand, all other regions on the "horizontal" surface patch of the book model disappear once sufficiently many exemplars are shown to the system. The resulting LCA suggests that many such computer science texts share a horizontal stripe at the top of one of their covers.
To illustrate the fact that the LCA of a relatively large subset (in this case, three of eight) of input exemplars may not necessarily be the LCA of the entire set (of eight), consider the computed LCA of the three book exemplars shown in Fig. 20 . Due to the presence of a heavily oversegmented exemplar (the rightmost node), the resulting LCA (orange border) is skewed toward having too many regions. The apparent regularity of such a structure renders it salient. This "skew" can be corrected by either choosing a different subset of images or by adding more exemplars to the subset. To illustrate the effect on the LCA of adding exemplars, consider the domain of dispenser bottles, as shown in Fig. 21 . The closure graphs of sets of three and four dispenser bottles are shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 , respectively. In Fig. 22 , even though the desired three-region LCA of the three exemplars appears in the closure graph (top node), the computed LCA is the undesirable four-region abstraction. This is due to the fact that the accidental alignment of nonsalient structure in the right two exemplars renders the leftmost exemplar an "outlier." The addition of a fourth exemplar overcomes this problem, leading to the desired LCA, as shown in Fig. 23 .
In concluding this section, it is worth addressing the issue of background in the model acquisition process. As is evident in the above experiments, all exemplars were imaged against simple, mostly uniform backgrounds (in some cases, the table on which the cup was sitting was segmented from the background). What if each exemplar appeared against a cluttered background? If the cluttered background was consistently seen in many of the images, the algorithm would, of course, not be able to distinguish this regularly occurring structure from that of the object. If the backgrounds were inconsistent and we could assume that the object's silhouettes were the most salient regions in the images, then a pair of large, similar regions could be extracted from a pair of images by an application of the product graph technique as follows. Recalling that a region in the image corresponds to a cycle in the boundary segment graph, a pair of similar regions corresponds to a pair of cycles in the boundary segment graphs which, in turn, corresponds to a single "optimal" cycle in the product graph. To find the optimal cycle in the product graph, we can apply the minimum mean cycle algorithm [9] . Once the foreground objects have been separated from their backgrounds, our "standard" procedure can be applied.
CONCLUSIONS
The quest for generic object recognition hinges on an ability to generate abstract, high-level descriptions of input data. This process is essential not only at runtime for the recognition of objects, but also at compile time for the automatic acquisition of generic object models. In this paper, we address the latter problem-that of generic model acquisition from examples. We have introduced a novel formulation of the problem in which the model is defined as the lowest common abstraction of a number of segmentation lattices, representing a set of input image exemplars. To manage the intractable complexity of this formulation, we focus our search on the intersection of the lattices, reducing complexity by first considering pairs of lattices and later combining these local results to yield an approximation to the global solution. 15 We have demonstrated the framework on three separate domains (cups, books, and dispenser bottles) in which a generic, view-based model (for the canonical view) is computed from a small set of exemplars. Although these results are encouraging, it should be noted that we have made a very important assumption that region segmentation errors exist in the form of oversegmentation. Although most region segmentation algorithms can be "pushed" toward oversegmentation, undersegmentation cannot be avoided altogether, requiring some means for splitting regions. Unfortunately, for any region, there are an infinite number of ways of splitting the region. Fortunately, our region representation (a shock graph [48] ) explicitly encodes a small, finite number of region split points, allowing us to accommodate region splitting within our framework in a tractable way. But where should such splitting occur in the process? One possibility would be to generate additional input exemplars from existing ones by splitting regions in various ways. A more efficient approach would be to incorporate the splitting process into the recursive decomposition of two input exemplars. In the case where one region is primitive and its corresponding region is not, the decomposition would 15 . Although we solved the original intractable problem only approximately, the resulting approximate solution gives an effective object model that can be used in subsequent object recognition. Our reformulation can be compared with that used in machine learning: The search for the best classifier is often intractable, but the approximately best models are used for the actual classification with good results. normally terminate. However, if the primitive region can be split (among its finite split possibilities) so that decomposition can continue, the split is retained. We plan to explore region splitting in future work.
Very little world knowledge is currently used to constrain the abstraction process. In certain domains, particular region shapes may be prominent while others are impossible. Any such knowledge, in the form of known region shape or region adjacency constraints, can be used to prune the search space of possible cuts in a region adjacency graph. Perhaps even an object class's known functionality can be used to constrain the abstraction process in terms of its mapping to underlying shape constraints [43] . Object appearance might also be exploited when general constraints are known on object color and/or texture.
We have focused on the generic model acquisition problem, leaving the more difficult problem of generic object recognition to future work. Toward the more restricted goal of finding a particular target object in an image, our approach to finding pairs of similar regions can be easily adapted as follows (assuming a region oversegmentation of the image): Given a region adjacency graph representing an object model, we first try to find in the image the object's silhouette. This can be accomplished by finding the minimum mean cycle in the product of the model's silhouette graph and the image's boundary segment graph. Having found the best match for the object's silhouette, we compute product graphs and minimum mean cycles at the level of individual regions.
If matches are established at all levels, the model is detected in the image. Thus, through an application of our model acquisition technique, target models can be detected in an image.
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